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How to use 

 
This file is designed so you can create a poster size center chart for your own classroom needs. 

I included two types of files. The first is a printer size file is to print in color on standard size 

paper and poster size file to print out via a poster maker, if your school is lucky enough to have 

one. I made a horizontal and vertical “center time” sign so you can choose which way you 

want to hang your board.  

 

Print out your desired files. Cut out center choices around their individual black line and lami-

nate. 

 

For Standard Size Paper Prep– your file is the exact same, except the words “Center Time” is 

slightly smaller to fit onto a paper.  

 

For Poster Size Paper Prep– print out the  “Center Time” paper. Attach it to the exact middle of 

the poster and laminate it.  

 

Using Velcro strips or circles, I use the circles, attach your center choices to the board. (This is 

optional to allow you to change out centers as needed. If you don’t want to do this, attach your 

center choices to your board before you laminate them.)I like to add centers as I instruct stu-

dents to use it. I also take away if they don’t keep it clean or play correctly.  

The poster can hold 14 center options. 5 fit across the top and bottom. 2 additional ones fit on 

the sides. I also put the circles in the exact same spot on each square so I can mix and match 

pieces. 

 

 

Some teachers add circles to indicate how many students can go 

to that center. I didn’t add these for you because the location on 

the chart dictates where the circles would go. See my example 

on the left. The color circles should match that color clothes pin.  

 

This chart piece could go on the left side of the board with 2 

people playing there, and red clothes pins to match circle. 

 

The home living piece should go on the top with 3 people play-

ing there, and blue clothes pins  to match the circles. 

 

For those pieces on the bottom, place the circles to the side of 

the writing. Chose these carefully (the centers with only 2 peo-

ple each) so the students can read the writing. 

 

I also created blank squares for you to make your own center 

choices if you desire.. 

 





I hope you enjoy center pack!  
I hope this saves you a ton of  preparation 
time implementing fun in your classroom. 

If you love this, please take a moment to rate 
it.   

If there is a mistake, email me at           
maryamoson@gmail.com 

 
 
 
 
 

Visit me at... 
www.sharingkindergarten.com 

www.facebook.com/SharingKindergarten 
Graphics by Scrappin Doodles 
Font by Kevin and Amanda,  
Lettering Delights, KG Fonts 

 
These activities and ideas are mine.  

They are intended for a single classroom use 
only. Please be respectful of my hard work and 

do not share these activities with others    
without paying for an addition license. Thanks 

for understanding.  


